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INTRODUCTION

Soft robots are versatile in ways that rigid systems are not. Their
compliant nature allows them to safely interact with living organisms
(1, 2) and fragile objects (2, 3). They can perform complex motions
as a result of simple actuation inputs (4–6), conform to arbitrary
geometries (7), perform multigait propulsion (8), morph into different
shapes (8, 9), and withstand large deformation or impact without
damage (10). However, challenges associated with the integration of
untethered, fully soft actuation modalities currently limit their broader
utilization. To date, soft robots have primarily relied on pneumatic
networks embedded within elastomeric matrices for actuation and
propulsion (2, 6, 8, 11). Yet, most pneumatically actuated soft robots
must be tethered to rigid power and control systems to generate
sufficient forces for locomotion (6, 12). Recently, active matter that
self-actuates in response to external and internal stimuli (e.g., temperature, light, chemical gradients, and electric fields) has been explored
as an alternative for soft robots (5, 13–20). However, active materials
also have limitations that must be overcome. For example, electroactive actuators must be tethered to rigid power sources (19, 20),
shape-memory polymers require manual reprogramming (17, 21, 22),
bilayer strips made of materials that undergo differential growth are
volumetrically expensive (18, 23, 24), and hydrogel-based actuators
must be paired with pneumatic systems to produce large forces
quickly (1, 25).
The creation of untethered, soft robots that perform complex tasks
is difficult. For example, pneumatically actuated soft robots typically
undergo large deformations across their entire structural frame (8, 10).
Predicting the kinematics of these systems is not straightforward
because nonlinear elastic models that satisfy a diverse set of boundary
conditions are required. These challenges are compounded when
the implementation of control systems is desired. Origami-based
strategies offer a compelling alternative for designing soft robots
that exhibit large shape changes through a reduced set of predictable
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motions. One can greatly simplify the design space by localizing deformations to creases within the robotic structure, e.g., using actuating
hinges connected to planar facets. Recently, reconfigurable robots
with rigid on-board power sources and electronic controls have been
constructed by this method (26–29).
Soft robots may also benefit from hinge-based actuation, in which
compliant, energy-dense actuators are placed at creases, whereas
stiffer structural elements serve as planar facets (30). Folding patterns
can be modeled and predicted geometrically using existing mathematical tools (31–33). The design and implementation of controls
in origami-based untethered systems can be achieved solely through
the constitutive response of the actuating hinges, and locomotive gaits
can be encoded within their frames via programmable folding
sequences. Although controlled folding sequences have been realized
in rigid and hybrid (soft/rigid) systems (26, 34), fully soft systems
implemented to date are typically irreversible (17, 22, 35), geometrically
constrained (36), or tethered to rigid power sources (18, 37). New
advances are needed to generate untethered soft robots that exhibit
repeatable actuation (38), self-morphing (25), and self-propulsion in
response to external stimuli (39).
Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) have recently emerged as a
promising class of soft active matter because they generate large,
powerful, and repeatable deformations upon heating above their
nematic-to-isotropic transition temperature (TNI) (40, 41). The direction of contractile strain (director) can be programmed by aligning
rigid mesogens during fabrication (40, 41). In addition to thermal
stimuli, LCEs that respond to electric (42), light (43, 44), or chemical
stimuli (13, 45) have been synthesized. However, despite their remarkable behavior, LCEs have not been widely integrated within
untethered robotic structures because of fabrication challenges that
relegate them to simple unidirectional actuators (40) or voxelated
thin films (~50 m thick) (45, 46). Current LCEs are either too compliant
to support large loads or lack the capability to output large torques
in compact, untethered arrangements (18, 47–49). Recent attempts
to achieve LCE-based untethered locomotion have relied on using
small-scale actuators that are not integrated with other functional
components (14–16, 50). Recently, voxelated LCEs have been produced
in thick-film geometries (~1 mm thick) via three-dimensional (3D)
printing (51–53). These 3D LCEs actuate reversibly and exhibit large
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There is growing interest in creating untethered soft robotic matter that can repeatedly shape-morph and self-
propel in response to external stimuli. Toward this goal, we printed soft robotic matter composed of liquid crystal
elastomer (LCE) bilayers with orthogonal director alignment and different nematic-to-isotropic transition temperatures (TNI) to form active hinges that interconnect polymeric tiles. When heated above their respective actuation
temperatures, the printed LCE hinges exhibit a large, reversible bending response. Their actuation response is
programmed by varying their chemistry and printed architecture. Through an integrated design and additive
manufacturing approach, we created passively controlled, untethered soft robotic matter that adopts task-specific
configurations on demand, including a self-twisting origami polyhedron that exhibits three stable configurations
and a “rollbot” that assembles into a pentagonal prism and self-rolls in programmed responses to thermal stimuli.
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RESULTS

Printing soft active hinges
and structural tiles
The active hinges and structural tiles
were fabricated as shown in Fig. 1. All
inks were formulated with the desired
viscoelastic behavior needed to facilitate
direct ink writing (fig. S1) (54). The hinges
were composed of LCE bilayers that
exhibit orthogonally programmed nematic
order, which interconnect each structural
tile. Two oligomeric LCE inks were synthesized with low and high TNI values of
24° and 94°C and are referred to as LTNI
and HTNI inks, respectively. Such difFig. 1. 3D printing of soft robotic matter. (A) Active hinges were printed from oligomeric LCE inks, whose rigid
ferences arise because of disparities in
mesogens aligned along the print path during HOT-DIW (left). Immediately upon printing, LCE ink cross-linking was
their backbone flexibility and cross-
photo-initiated to lock in the desired director alignment. Structural tiles were then printed from an ink composed of
linking chemistry (fig. S2). The LT NI
acrylate resin that chemically bonded to LCE hinges upon photo-initiated cross-linking (right). (B) The LCE hinges
ink was composed of a thiol-terminated
were printed in the form of 0°/90° and 90°/0° bilayers, which bend into mountain and valley folds, respectively, when
liquid crystalline oligomer and trivinyl-
actuated above TNI. A simple structure composed of two hinges, with mountain and valley folds, that interconnect
functionalized cross-linker (52), whereas
three structural tiles is shown as printed (middle and top) and as actuated (middle and bottom). (C) A more complex,
the HTNI ink was composed of an acrylate-
square-twist reconfigurable structure was printed (left) and actuated at 125°C (right). The LCE hinges that form the
central square and the four LCE hinges that point toward the center of the structure (left) are mountain folds, whereas
terminated liquid crystalline oligomer
the other LCE hinges are valley folds. Scale bars, 1 cm.
analogous to previously reported inks composed of main-chain mesogens (Fig. 2A)
work capacities. However, the ability to combine multiple LCE actuators (45, 51, 53, 55). To ensure strong adhesion between the printed
with programmed director alignment with soft structural materials hinges and tiles, we used a structural ink for printing the tiles that
has not yet been demonstrated in a single-step fabrication process.
was composed of a photopolymerizable diacrylate resin and an acryHere, we created untethered, soft robotic matter that can reversibly late cross-linker that chemically binds to the reactive LCE groups.
shape-morph and propel itself in response to thermal stimuli. Specifically, The ink rheology was modified by adding fumed silica to achieve
we printed LCE hinges that interconnect structural polymeric tiles the desired yield stress and a shear thinning behavior needed for
to produce active architectures that exhibit large, repeatable defor- printing (fig. S1).
mations. Using this method, the folding orientation, hinge angles,
The LCE inks were printed using high operating temperature direct
and actuator geometry are fully programmable. By incorporating ink writing (HOT-DIW) (51). To facilitate director alignment during
LCEs with two different TNI, we created soft robotic matter that printing, we printed the LTNI ink at 26°C and the HTNI ink at 50° to
exhibits sequential folding and unfolding in response to different 55°C (fig. S1) (51). Ink cross-linking was photo-initiated immediately
temperatures. Through an integrated design and manufacturing method, upon printing to lock in the programmed director alignment along
Kotikian et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaax7044 (2019)
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we demonstrated simple embodiments
of origami-inspired soft robots, whose
shape morphing and self-propulsion were
passively controlled via the constitutive
response of the printed matter. As an
exemplar, we produced an origami-based
architecture that could adopt three different stable configurations, depending
on its exposure to varying thermal conditions. Next, we characterized the mechanical response of the active LCE hinges,
which generated a torque capable of folding and lifting objects that were more
than two orders of magnitude heavier than
the hinges themselves. Last, we exploited
their torque response to create a printed
(flat) structure that was reconfigured to
a pentagonal prism and propelled itself
by rolling on a hot surface, which we
refer to as a “rollbot.”

A
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Fig. 2. Untethered, sequential, and reversible folding of active hinges. (A) Chemical composition of the LTNI (blue) and HTNI (orange) oligomeric LCE inks (where n = 3
and 6, and m = 6 in the molecular structures). (B) Bending angle  as a function of temperature for LTNI and HTNI LCE hinges with length of 10 mm, width of 4 mm, and
thickness of 0.25 mm. (C) A printed structure composed of LTNI and HTNI LCE hinges with mountain folds that interconnect three structural tiles, which undergo sequential
actuation when heated (left to center) and cooled (center to right). Scale bar, 1 cm. (D) Bending angle  as a function of thickness, h, for LTNI and HTNI LCE hinges of fixed
length of 10 mm and width of 3 mm. Their bending angle decreased with thickness. Other bilayer systems display inverse proportionality between curvature and thickness (57–59). We plot this relationship, where c is a constant, for comparison. Both hinges exhibited a maximum bending angle of 180°, where panels contact one another.
(E) Bending angle  as a function of hinge width, w, for LTNI and HTNI LCE hinges of fixed length of 10 mm and thickness of 0.5 mm. Error bars indicate SD.

the print path (fig. S3). After printing and cross-linking, the low TNI
LCE structures became fully isotropic at 92°C, and high TNI LCE
structures did so at 127°C (51, 53), enabling these structures to
sequentially actuate in response to thermal stimuli. We note that
LCE actuation can occur over a wide temperature range (52). Unidirectionally printed HTNI LCE films (0.375 mm thick) exhibited a
repeated contraction of −49.8 ± 0.9% along the printing direction
and an expansion of 41.7 ± 5.7% perpendicular to that direction,
whereas the LTNI LCEs exhibited respective values of −31.1 ± 0.6%
and 21.5 ± 0.6% (fig. S4). The structural tiles were printed under
ambient conditions via DIW. The placement of each structural tile
induced a bending axis that is parallel to the LCE hinge interface
Kotikian et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaax7044 (2019)
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(Fig. 1A, right). Upon curing, the printed tiles exhibited a stiffness of
766 ± 41 MPa, which provided the structural integrity to prevent collapse
of the printed architectures under self- and applied loading conditions.
To achieve controlled bending, we fabricated each LCE hinge in
a “bilayer” design, in which the bottom half is composed of multiple
layers printed along the same direction and the top half is composed
of multiple layers printed in the orthogonal direction (Fig. 1A, left).
A spontaneous strain mismatch caused each hinge to bend when
heated above their actuation temperature. We chose an orthogonal
bilayer design because the spontaneous strains in each layer favored
a single bending direction around a given axis. Consequently, greater
curvatures were achieved compared with bilayer hinges composed
3 of 10
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we found that both the onset and the
completion of folding for the LTNI LCE
hinges occur at considerably lower temperatures, relative to their HTNI counterparts (Fig. 2B). Specifically, the LTNI LCE
hinges begin to fold below 40°C, whereas
the onset of folding occurs near 60°C
for HTNI LCE hinges. Because of the residual stress that arose from cross-linking
the LTNI LCE hinges in their isotropic
phase (56), these hinges had a negative
C
D
E
bending angle under ambient conditions
(fig. S5). Although both types of hinges
could achieve a 180° folding angle, their
temperature response depended strongly
on their composition and overall dimensions (figs. S5 and S6). Leveraging these
capabilities, we printed a simple structure
that integrated both LTNI and HTNI LCE
mountain hinges, which interconnected
three structural tiles and sequentially
actuated when heated (Fig. 2C). As expected, the LTNI LCE hinge folded completely before the HTNI LCE hinge actuated.
The structure unfolded in reverse upon
cooling to room temperature; i.e., the
Fig. 3. Printed soft robotic matter with programmed sequential folding and deformation. (A) A triangulated
HTNI LCE hinge unfolded to its flat conpolyhedron was printed in the form of a flat sheet composed of both LTNI hinges (top section) and HTNI hinges (bottom
figuration first, followed by the LTNI
section) that interconnect the structural tiles. All diagonal LCE hinges are valley folds, whereas all vertical and horiLCE
hinge. This demonstration highlights
zontal LCE hinges are mountain folds. (B) The printed flat sheet was manually assembled into a 3D triangulated
our ability to create soft robotic matter
structure that exhibited sequential folding upon heating from (C) ambient temperature to (D) 100°C, where the LTNI
LCE hinges actuated, and to (E) 150°C, where the HTNI LCE hinges actuated. Scale bars, 1 cm.
with programmed sequential folding in
untethered motifs (movie S2).
of a top LCE layer and a bottom inactive layer (47, 48). The folding
Folding temperatures were programmed by the LCE chemistry,
orientation of each LCE hinge is defined by the print path. The and hinge angles were prescribed geometrically by the printing process.
bilayer (bottom/top) orientation relative to the printing direction We defined the hinge length and width as the in-plane geometric
determines whether they exhibit mountain (0°/90°) or valley (90°/0°) parameters in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the folding
folds (Fig. 1B). Because self-folding is reversible, the printed struc- axis, respectively. The hinge thickness was defined in the surface
tures could be repeatedly actuated by cycling above and below their normal direction and varied in discrete increments of 0.25 mm, which
respective actuation temperatures. To demonstrate this, we printed corresponds to twice the nozzle diameter used during HOT-DIW.
both mountain and valley hinges in a simple structure composed of By varying the number of printed layers, we produced hinges with
two LCE hinges that interconnected three structural tiles, as shown thicknesses between 0.25 mm (one layer in each direction) and
in Fig. 1B (center), which repeatedly folded and unfolded without 1 mm (four layers in each direction). The spontaneous curvature that
manual intervention. By varying the specific arrangement of active the actuators assume at temperatures above T NI decreased with
hinges and structural tiles, we could realize more complex self-folding hinge thickness (Fig. 2D), akin to other bilayer systems (57–59). We
structures, including the square twist unit cell shown in Fig. 1C discuss the LCE hinge mechanics in further detail in the Supple(movie S1). In both cases, the architectures contained hinges printed mentary Materials. HTNI LCE hinges exhibited greater unbiased
using a single LCE ink (HTNI). Below, we demonstrate the broad folding angles compared with LTNI LCE hinges of identical geometry,
versatility that arose from the integration of multiple LCE hinges of because the strain differential between directions parallel and perdifferent TNI values with structural tiles.
pendicular to their director alignment is more pronounced (57, 58).
For a given hinge thickness, the folding angle increased proporProgrammed sequential self-folding
tionally with the hinge width (Fig. 2E) because the curvature
Sequential self-folding is essential for untethered origami-inspired remained constant when their width was varied. Our additive manustructures because this capability enables collision prevention during facturing approach is both scalable and flexible, so there is no limit
shape morphing and locomotive gaits with multiple degrees of freedom on the hinge thickness or geometry. However, the director was
triggered by distinct stimuli (30, 35). By printing LCE inks with dif- misaligned near each edge of the LCE hinges, where the printing
ferent actuation temperatures, we created soft robotic matter with nozzle changed direction in a semicircular arc to enable continuous
programmable sequential folding upon heating (Fig. 2A). The unbiased printing of adjacent-aligned filaments. Hence, because of this effect,
bending angle (where hinges do not bear a load) increases with tem- the minimum LCE hinge width must exceed two nozzle diameters
perature for both LTNI and HTNI LCE hinges. From direct observations, (in this case, 0.25 mm). We note that the minimum hinge width also
A
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Fig. 4. Torque capacity of printed active hinges. (A) LTNI LCE hinge (10 mm by 4 mm by 1 mm) folds to a 75° bending angle while unbiased. (B) When a 10-g mass was
suspended 1 cm away from the LCE hinge at room temperature, it deflected to −72°. The mass was lifted by about 1 cm when actuated above TNI. (C) Exerted torque as a
function of hinge folding angle, , as defined by the inset. Hinge composition and thickness, h, are the primary factors that affect torque output. (D) LCE hinges (5 mm by
3 mm by 0.5 mm) undergo multiple actuation cycles with negligible changes in the torque output. Error bars indicate SD. Scale bars, 1 cm.

increased with LCE thickness because the misalignment radius increased when LCE layers were printed on top of one another compared
with those printed directly on the underlying glass substrate. This
misalignment caused hinges programmed as valley folds to have
marginally smaller bending angles compared with those programmed
as mountain folds. This is because their top layer is parallel to hinge
width, which is a smaller in-plane geometric parameter than hinge
length (fig. S7). The printed LCE hinges could bend repeatedly without
bias weight, and their maximum folding angle remained constant
over multiple heating and cooling cycles (fig. S8). Their repeatable
actuation is an essential feature for untethered soft robotic applications that operate without manual intervention.
Next, we demonstrate that soft robotic matter can be designed
and printed with geometric locking mechanisms. As one example,
we created the triangulated polyhedron shown in Fig. 3, which is
based on a well-known origami design (60). The structure was
printed in a planar layout (Fig. 3A) before manually joining the edges
(Fig. 3B) to create an open polyhedron that was stable at room temperature (Fig. 3C). The top and bottom sections of the polyhedron
were identical, except that different LCE inks were used to print
their respective hinges. Specifically, the top section contained LTNI
LCE hinges that facilitated folding into a compacted form when
heated above 95°C. The bottom section contained HTNI LCE hinges
that remained unfolded when the top layer actuated (Fig. 3D) yet
compact when heated above 155°C (Fig. 3E and movie S3). An
environment temperature well above the TNI of both materials was
used to accelerate the folding process. All hinges were constructed
with a 6-mm width and 0.5-mm thickness to ensure 180° folding
angles upon actuation. This geometry was stable after each intermediate
Kotikian et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaax7044 (2019)
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folding stage, even when the structure returned to room temperature (fig. S9). This behavior is similar to what was observed in paper
origami structures that locked in intermediate folding states due to
bending of the facets between two flat-faceted states (60, 61). Guest
and Pellegrino (60) provided a good overview of these multistable
geometries and their kinematics. The observed behavior (fig. S9) for
these printed structures suggests that a variety of multistable architectures can be created by our approach.
Programmed self-propulsion
Untethered self-propulsion is a requirement for autonomous and
preprogrammed robotic systems that navigate large distances in
uncertain environments (21). This poses challenges, especially given
that untethered operation often requires onboard power and control
systems that add mass to the robot (25, 62). LCE bilayers offer a
promising option for these tasks because they are energy dense and
are capable of performing multiple loading and unloading cycles in
response to external stimuli. However, because of the inherently
soft nature of LCE hinges, large external moments induce bending
and lead to actuated hinge angles that are different from the unloaded
hinge measurements (Fig. 2). As an example, a printed LTNI LCE
hinge achieved a 79° bending angle when unbiased (Fig. 4A), but
when a 10-g mass was suspended 1 cm away from the hinge at room
temperature, it deflected to −72° because of its compliance. When
heated above TNI, the hinge bent by 55°, and the mass was lifted
6.5 mm (Fig. 4B), corresponding to a work output of about 0.6 mJ.
This actuation is remarkable for a soft actuator with dimensions
10 mm by 3 mm by 1 mm. It corresponds to an energy density of
29 J/kg when accounting for the combined mass (22 mg) of the
5 of 10
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Fig. 5. Printed self-propelling structure. (A) Self-propelling rollbot is shown in its printed configuration. In the legend (inset), the blue (LTNI) and orange (HTNI) LCE
hinges denote valley and mountain folds, respectively, and gray indicates structural tiles. (B) Printed structure in its rolling configuration, in which the LTNI LCE hinges
induced folding into a pentagonal prism and the HTNI LCE hinges propelled the rollbot when heated above their actuation temperature. (C) Still images (from movie S4)
of the rollbot that show its self-propelling locomotion when heated. The structure self-propels at least six times over the time sequence shown. [The heated surface was
held at 200°C, and the average ambient temperature was 45°C. Scale bars, 1 cm.]

LCE hinge and structural panels, which is in good agreement with
our earlier work (51). The mass of the lifted object was more than
450 times greater than the hinge mass.
We quantified the torque output of LCE bilayer hinges to further
explore their suitability for reconfigurable and propulsive soft robots.
Both types of LCE hinges were tested in different geometries. For a
given thickness, LTNI LCE hinges output more torque than their
HTNI counterparts (Fig. 4C). Torque increases with hinge thickness
for both LCE chemistries but diminishes with increasing folding
angle. Consequently, heavier self-assembling and self-propelling
structures will require hinges that are capable of greater torque outputs
because hinges will only fold until there is equilibrium between
external moments and their curvature-dependent torque capacity.
Torque output remained constant over multiple heating and cooling
cycles (Fig. 4D), which is essential for repeatable propulsion in
untethered robots. We noticed an asymmetry in the torque produced
by the actuators when heated compared with the relatively lower restoration torque exerted by hinges during cooling. This asymmetry is
disadvantageous for applications that require large torque outputs
Kotikian et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaax7044 (2019)
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in both rotational directions but leads to energy savings in deployable
structures that require a permanent post-actuated configuration,
such as the printed structure shown in Fig. 3, which remained
locked in a post-actuated configuration rather than unfolding under
ambient conditions.
We exploited the large torque output by the printed LCE hinges
to achieve passive control of self-assembly and propulsion in a
rolling architecture (i.e., rollbot) (Fig. 5). The entire structure was
printed flat with a total mass of 1.67 g. The structural frame was composed of two outer rails that use LTNI LCE hinges to morph from a
flat state (Fig. 5A) to a pentagonal prism with edge lengths of
15 mm (Fig. 5B). These rails were connected by bridges that hold
propelling HTNI LCE hinges. A hot plate held at an average surface
temperature of 200°C and a convective environment that sustains
the ambient temperature at 45°C were used to passively induce the
desired assembly and rolling motion. Under these conditions, the LTNI
LCE hinges actuated to a ~72° hinge angle and remained folded
throughout the rolling process because of the modest difference
between their TNI and the ambient temperature, even away from the
6 of 10
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acryloyloxypropypropyloxy) benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (Matrix
Scientific), and 1,3,5-triallyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6(1H,3H,5H)-trione
(Sigma-Aldrich) in a mole ratio of 1.0:0.6:0.2:0.133, and 1 weight %
(wt %) triethylamine (Sigma-Aldrich), 2 wt % butylated hydro
xytoluene (Fisher Scientific), and 1.5 wt % Irgacure 651 (BASF)
were melted and mixed in an amber scintillation vial with a heat
gun (MHT3300, Milwaukee) and vortexed for about 5 min. The reaction was subsequently heated and stirred for 3 hours at 65°C in an
oil bath. The HTNI ink was synthesized by a previously reported
aza-Michael addition method (51). A 1.1:1 mole ratio of 1,4-bis-[4-(6-
acryloyloxyhexyloxy) benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene and n-butyl
amine (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.2 wt % butylated hydroxytoluene, and
2 wt % Irgacure 651 were added to a 25-ml round-bottom flask fitted
with a condenser. The reaction was stirred at 105°C for 18 hours
while protecting it from ambient fluorescent light.
The structural ink was prepared by mixing Ebecryl 8413 resin
(Allnex) and pentaerythritol tetraacrylate (TCI Chemicals) in a
1:1 weight ratio with 10 wt % fumed silica (CAB-O-SIL EH-5, Cabot)
and 4 wt % Irgacure 651. Irgacure 651 was added as a solution in
dichloromethane (Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration of 750 mg/ml.
After each reagent was added, the ink was mixed in a SpeedMixer
(FlackTek Inc.) for about 3 min. The solvent was evaporated before
printing. An Instron tensile testing machine was used to measure the
stiffness of dogbone-shaped structural tiles.
The respective TNI of each oligomeric LCE ink was determined
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements (TA Q200
calorimeter). Uncross-linked LCE ink samples (10 to 15 mg each)
were hermetically sealed inside TZero aluminum pans. Samples were
analyzed via a heat-cool-heat cycle between −50° and 150°C with
ramp rates of 10°C/min to clear the thermal history on the first
heating ramp and to access both the glass transition temperatures
and nematic-to-isotropic transition temperatures of the inks. Samples
were held isothermally for 1 min at both high and low temperatures.
Data from the second heating ramp were analyzed to determine
their Tg and TNI values.
DISCUSSION
The rheological properties of inks were measured using a controlled-
We have demonstrated a design and additive manufacturing method stress rheometer (Discovery HR-3 Hybrid Rheometer, TA Instruments)
for integrating LCE bilayer actuators, into shape-morphing and equipped with a 20-mm peltier plate geometry with a 250-m gap.
self-propelling structures. We integrated programmable LCE hinges Before each test, LCE inks were brought to 100°C, then to testing
that actuate at different temperatures. The orthogonal orientation temperature for 300 s to erase structural history of the inks during
of these bilayer hinges induces anticlastic bending (i.e., saddle-like the loading process. During the viscometry measurements, shear rate
surfaces) and reduces their bending energy (49). Even so, torque was swept from 0.001 to 1000 s−1. During the oscillatory measureoutputs are large enough for lifting objects that are substantially ments, stress was swept from 0.01 to 1000 Pa at 1 Hz. The rheological
heavier than the hinges themselves and, importantly, for self-propulsion. properties of the elastomeric ink used to pattern the structural tiles
We envision that given the modular nature of these inks, it would be were measured using a 40-mm cone geometry under ambient conrelatively straightforward to incorporate LCEs that respond to other ditions. During the viscometry measurements, the ink viscosity was
stimuli (e.g., light, pH, and humidity) within these printed architectures. measured as the shear rate was swept from 0.0001 to 10,000 s−1.
Through the introduction of multiple stimuli-responsive actuators During the oscillatory measurements, its storage and loss moduli
and more complex folding sequences, we can further expand the were determined by carrying out stress sweeps from 0.0001 to
functionality of untethered soft robotic systems capable of task-specific 10,000 Pa at 1 Hz.
Alignment of printed LCE samples was characterized by x-ray
reconfiguration and locomotion.
scattering measurements on a SAXSLAB system with a Rigaku 002
microfocus x-ray source ( = 1.5409 Å) with a sample-to-detector
MATERIALS AND METHODS
(PILATUS 300K) distance of 109 mm to capture the mesogen-
Ink synthesis and characterization
mesogen correlations at q ~ 1.5 Å−1. Wide-angle x-ray scattering
The LTNI ink was synthesized by a previously reported thiol-acrylate samples consisted of two-layer printed LCE unidirectional strips
“click” reaction (52). As-received 2,2′-(ethylenedioxy)diethanethiol (200 to 250 m thick). Samples were exposed for 300 s. Data reduction
(Sigma-Aldrich), 1,4-bis-[4-(6-acryloyloxy-hexyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2- was performed using the Nika Macro for Igor Pro. Herman’s orientamethylbenzene (Wilshire Technologies Inc.), 1,4-bis-[4-(3- tional order parameter <P2 > was calculated by extracting the intensity
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hot plate. The actuated LTNI hinges provided enough torque to allow
the structure to maintain a pentagonal shape during rolling, obviating
the need for a locking mechanism. A free-body analysis was used to
determine the torque requirements for shape reconfiguration and
propulsion (fig. S10). To transform into a pentagonal prism, the
LTNI LCE hinges must have a minimum torque output of 9.9 mN·cm
at a 0° hinge angle (flat configuration) and a sustained torque of
0.3 mN·cm when fully folded (fig. S11). Given these torque and angle
requirements, we printed LTNI LCE hinges with a width of 4 mm
and a thickness of 0.75 mm. In the assembled 3D configuration, the
HTNI LCE hinges actuated when in contact with the hot plate, rolling
the structure over the adjacent vertex and onto the next hinge,
which carried out the same action. Propelling the structure over
vertices required a 36° tipping angle, and the corresponding torque
needed to initiate this action was 6.9 mN·cm exerted by the hinge
(fig. S11). To realize this, we printed HTNI LCE hinges that were
2 mm wide and 0.50 mm thick as propelling actuators. These hinges
were also printed with a 4-mm offset from the tipping vertex to provide
mechanical advantage. Because of this offset, HTNI LCE hinges must
fold by 63°. A greater hinge angle was needed for tipping over an
open vertex, so 4-mm HTNI LCE hinges were used for propulsion
over a small gap. Both LTNI and HTNI LCE hinge dimensions were
chosen on the basis of the torque measurements described above,
and a pentagonal frame was selected to showcase the torque capabilities of LCE hinges (rolling over vertices requires large torque
outputs). Because these hinges unfolded away from the hot surface,
their repeated actuation was possible. This allowed temperature
gradient-driven propulsion to continue even after the structure
completed a full roll without a need for manual reprogramming,
traveling ~12 cm in 95 s (Fig. 5C and movie S4). This simple concept
can be expanded upon to passively control soft robotic matter and,
ultimately, robots with more sophisticated reversible functions and
locomotive gaits.

SCIENCE ROBOTICS | RESEARCH ARTICLE
of the mesogen scattering peak as a function of azimuthal angle,
masking low-intensity regions due to the beamstop and gaps in the
PILATUS 300K detector and then using a custom MATLAB script.
The order parameters of printed LTNI and HTNI LCEs are 0.1707
and 0.2688, respectively.
Unbiased linear actuation of unidirectional LCE as a function of
temperature was determined by increasing temperature at 4°C min−1
with a programmable heating stage (modified HCS302, Instec) on
20 mm–by–5 mm–by–0.375 mm unidirectional samples from 25°
to 150°C. The stage was covered in a thin layer of silicone oil to enhance
heat transfer and reduce friction. Images were collected from above
every 15 s via a Canon EOS Rebel T2i camera with a Canon 100-mm
macro lens, and dimensions were analyzed via ImageJ.

tested on a substrate with a sand-covered silicone adhesive (Rutland).
The substrate was heated with a hotplate to have a surface temperature
of about 200°C. To provide a heated and convective environment,
we placed a space heater (Sunbeam) 4 in away and set at 27°C. To
ensure a thin boundary layer of heat at sand surface, we used a fan.
Both the convective heater and the fan were aligned to be parallel to
the self-propelling structure.
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Characterization of programmed soft robotic matter
Images of actuated samples in Fig. 1 (B and C) and movie S1 were
taken in an oil bath with a temperature of 125°C acquired from
above. The sample in Fig. 4 (A and B) was heated with a heat gun
(MHT3300, Milwaukee) until the sample was optically clear, indicating
full actuation. All unbiased folding angle measurements were conFabrication and operation of programmed
ducted by printing one stiff panel longer than the other to fit in an
soft robotic matter
acrylic holder perpendicular to the panel face. Hinges were printed
LCE hinges were printed using a customized HOT-DIW printhead as mountain folds unless otherwise specified. The hinges were inverted
(operating at T < 100°C). The printhead composed of a machined into an oil bath of the temperature of measurement and imaged from
copper block that was designed to couple to a Nordson 3-cc high- above with a camera (Canon EOS 5D Mark III). For repeatable
pressure adapter (Nordson EFD). For heating control, a resistance bending measurements (fig. S8), hinges were alternated between room
temperature detector sensor in the block (Omega) monitored the temperature and a hot oil bath. For LTNI and HTNI LCE hinges, the
temperature adjacent to the nozzle, two 100-W ¼–by–2 in cartridge oil bath was at 120° and 150°C, respectively. Images were taken after
heaters (Omega) in the copper block provided heating, and a Teflon 30 s in the hot oil bath and after 2 min at room temperature. Sequential
mounting block provided insulation. Feedback control was provided folding images (Fig. 2C and movie S2) were taken from above, as
via an Omega platinum series single-zone temperature controller. samples were heated from room temperature to 150°C in an oil bath
The LCE inks were loaded into a custom SS 3-cc syringe with a 250-m and cooled passively to room temperature again. The edges of all
nozzle (TecDia Inc.). LTNI and HTNI inks were printed at 26°C and hinges analyzed for bending angle were colored black with permanent
50° to 55°C and at print speeds of 25 and 28 mm s−1, respectively. marker (Sharpie) to enhance contrast for image analysis (MATLAB).
Both were printed at a print height of 0.125 mm, a filament spacing All images analyzed for bending angle were taken using a Canon
of 0.125 mm, and a pressure of 455 psi using a 3-cc high-pressure EOS 5D Mark III camera from above.
adapter controlled with a pressure box (Ultimus V, Nordson EFD).
To measure their torque output, we fixed one of the LCE hinges’
On-the-fly ultraviolet (UV) curing (OmniCure S2000) was carried structural panels to a rotary stage that was used to control hinge angle.
out at 20,000 W cm−2 for LTNI LCE ink and 8000 W cm−2 for The second panel was attached to a thin string 10 mm away from
HTNI LCE ink. Structural tiles were printed by extruding the ink the edge of the LCE. The string, with negligible bending stiffness,
through a 410-m tapered nozzle (Nordson EFD) at an average speed was axially stiff and was fixed to a force sensor at the other end. A
of 30 mm s−1, a print height of 0.25 mm, a filament spacing of 0.2 mm, linear stage was used in conjunction with the near-inextensible string
and a pressure of 60 psi (Ultimus V, Nordson EFD). Inks were for fine-tuning the target hinge angle, ensuring that the force vector
printed using our multimaterial 3D printer (customized ABG 10000, being measured by the sensor was normal to the second hinge panel
Aerotech Inc.) and G-Code (MeCode). All samples except the shape- and to the sensor plate. The actuators were heated using a 24-W
morphing element and self-propelling structure were printed on an metal ceramic heater (Thorlabs Inc.), causing them to bend away
untreated glass slide (VWR). The triangulated polyhedron and the from the sensor until reaching the target hinge angle. At this target
self-propelling structure were printed on a sacrificial polyvinyl alcohol angle, the string experienced axial forces, which were measured by
(99% hydrolyzed; Sigma-Aldrich)–coated glass substrate. After a Mettler Toledo XS205 scale. The measured force plateaued with
printing, all samples were cross-linked upon exposure to UV light the completion of the nematic-to-isotropic phase transition. Torque
(6000 W cm−2) for about 15 min per side.
cycling experiments were carried out at a 0° hinge angle by turning
The triangulated polyhedron was fully printed in a single step in the heater off upon reaching full actuation. See fig. S12 for images of
a flat configuration. The 3D configuration was achieved by bonding the experimental setup and fig. S13 for additional torque measurements.
the edges of outlying LCE hinges to structural tiles with the structural
ink. All hinges in the structure were 0.5 mm thick and 6 mm wide.
The triangulated polyhedron was actuated in two steps. First, it is SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
placed in an oven at 100°C to actuate the LTNI LCE hinges. Next, it robotics.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/4/33/eaax7044/DC1
was placed in an oven at 155°C to actuate the HTNI LCE hinges Text S1. Mechanics of thin nematic elastomer bilayers.
Fig. S1. LCE and structural tile ink rheology.
(Fig. 4 and movie S3). After each actuation in the sequence, the Fig. S2. DSC curves for the LCE inks.
structure was imaged at room temperature (fig. S9).
Fig. S3. LCE alignment.
The self-propelling structure (Fig. 5) was printed with LTNI LCE Fig. S4. Actuation response of unidirectional printed LCEs.
hinges that were 0.75 mm thick and 4 mm wide and HTNI LCE Fig. S5. Bending angle as a function of temperature.
Fig. S6. Bending angle as a function of hinge dimensions.
hinges that were 0.5 mm thick and 2 mm wide. The last HTNI LCE hinge Fig. S7. Valley fold bending angles.
that propels the structure at the open vertex of the pentagonal prism Fig. S8. Repeatable hinge folding.
was 0.5 mm thick and 4 mm wide. The self-propelling structure was Fig. S9. Triangulated polyhedron actuation sequence at ambient temperature.

SCIENCE ROBOTICS | RESEARCH ARTICLE
Fig. S10. Free-body diagrams of self-propelling rollbot.
Fig. S11. Torque requirements of hinges for self-propelling rollbot.
Fig. S12. Torque measurement experimental setup.
Fig. S13. Torque measurements for hinges of varied dimensions.
Movie S1. Actuation of square twist origami unit.
Movie S2. Reversible, sequential actuation of hinges.
Movie S3. Actuation sequence of triangulated polyhedron.
Movie S4. Passively controlled propulsion of soft robot.
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